Senate submissions “Multiculturalism”

Multiculturalism in Australia, HAS WORKED – ISLAM HASN’T and sadly, never will !!!

I have lived in many parts of Australia – city, country, outback and suburban areas, and have found multiculturalism to have not only worked, but it has worked extremely well, in some areas of Australia, it is the vast majority of the ethnic communities that have settled in the area, that have worked tirelessly for decades and have built the towns up to be the prosperous towns that they are. Towns where tourists visit and whilst there, they experience Australia’s rich cultural diversity, an enjoyable experience that will linger within their minds for a lifetime. I can’t say the same experience will be felt by anyone that may visit Lakemba, Taylors Lakes, North Fitzroy or the like. These areas have become Islamic Ghettos and unlike Little China Town in Melbourne which is a tourist attraction, these areas are avoided like the plague. 29 Muslims living in one 3 bedroom commission house, all on government benefits, is deplorable – if this were any other non-Muslim family in Australia, their door would be beaten down by Human services!!! One husband, 4 wives and 24 children in total – how is this allowed to take place? Every single one of them on benefits, that we tax payers cover the cost of!!!

I truly believe that Multiculturalism has worked in Australia - ISLAM hasn't. This is not to say that every single Muslim is an extremist or that they are dole bludging financial leeches, taking all that they can from Hard Working Australians, but there is certainly a problem in Australia, when people like Abdul Nacer Benbrika are residing amongst decent human beings. ‘A terrorist plot on Australian Soil’ is hardly justifiable reason for Australians to warm in any which way or form, to Islam or those that follow it.

There is a huge problem when every single Australian from all walks of life, have Halal Food imposed upon them. This in itself is a fine example of how our Government has failed to adequately provide a fair platform for all. Why has the consumer watchdog sat so complacently upon this issue of epic proportion? It appears when it comes to Halal, that only Muslims rights count, so when this is allowed to happen, does anyone really question why Australians are
getting their backs up against Islam. The fact that a minimum of 5% of proceeds from Halal Certification are given to an organisation that financially assist 7 of the world’s top terrorist organizations, is also another reason why non-muslim Australians will never warm to the so-called Religion of Peace.

Be honest about what Islam is – It is a Totalitarian, Political, Ideological Cult – many of its followers are fuelled with evil mindsets, one would only need to take a look at Sharia Law to understand this fact!!! There is a very extensive in numbers group of Muslims in Australia, that wish to have Sharia Law implemented into our Legal System. They are very vocal about their barbaric wanting need. So where are all of the moderate Muslims? Why are they not standing up and speaking out against Radical Islam? Why is it that they can spend so very much of their time fighting for their so-called rights to be segregated in society, by having their own ‘Muslim Only Swim Sessions at Public Pools’, ‘Muslim Only Toilets at Australian Universities’, that go as far as having a personal pin code to enter the toilets/washrooms that are only given out to Muslim Students (we don’t have Christian, Catholic, Brethren, Mormon, Biuddhist etc Only Toilets), Islamic compliant religious food smothering our supermarket shelves, that exceeds the ratio of Muslims living in Australia as… Fact – Coles Supermarket sell 70% Halal Certified meat (unlabeled), and they are just one sector of the market that are being overly compliant to Muslims far-fetched requests!

When people like Karem Bulut of the under 20’s Socceroo’s Team are found to be members of the Muslim Brotherhood, and have been connected to brutal bashings in Sydney, and is subsequently put on a pedestal in society, Australians from all walks of life are sure to have an issue with this. Yet again - where are all of the moderate Muslims? Why are they not speaking out against this???

We know that Islam has been infiltrating non-muslim societies throughout its history, in one way or another and by its very nature, has no issues in how it carries out its agenda. Our government must only take at very long, hard look at Europe, the U.K and even countries like Sudan that have seen catastrophic barbaric murders of innocent Christians, that refuse to convert to Islam. The Middle East has allowed Islam to almost completely take over it, why would
Australia want to allow the same to take place here? Sharia Barbaric Law – let’s have a quick peak --- the stoning to death of women, the beheading of people, the hands and feet of people cut off, the anus gluing of gay men who are then force fed until they die a dismal death, the barbaric murder of Lesbians or the counter active rape of them in order to attempt to make them like men... and the marriage of children and even toddlers!!!

Picture in your mind, Australia in another 50 years or maybe even less – The MCG, a stoning ground for women who are accused of committing adultery!!! Is your mind comfortable with its current visions?? Don’t for a single minute assume that this would never take place. I am sure that 50 years ago, Britain would never have imagined a Christian Church being taken over and converted into a mosque, and the gravestones surrounding the Church being ground up, turned into gravel and strewn across the Mosque carpark for the members of the Mosque to park their cars on. I bet they never imagined that 2 Muslim men would brutally murder a 14 year old little girl, put her flesh through a meat mincer and sell her cooked flesh in kebabs in their Blackpool Kebab House to passing tourists. I bet they never for a minute would have imagined a 1.2 million pounds council house being built, that would house a family of Muslims, yet a homeless British War Hero would live directly across the road in his car!!!

The bigotry card is far too often pulled on anyone that puts their hand up and honestly, justifiably stands up and speaks out against Islam. Never should we Australians from all walks of life accept claims of bigotry simply on the basis that they have been made. What is bigotry to one person is not to another. Muslims are building a sub-community that will increasingly impact our traditional values and beliefs and will ultimately take control of our country. I see Muslims as expressing bigotry in the hugest of ways – they refuse to accept the way of life of anyone that is not a Muslim, they even pray for the World Wide Caliphate... we must all convert to Islam or be killed! I can honestly say that I have never knelt once and prayed for the death of anyone, let alone 80% of the world’s population!!!

All migrants should assimilate into the Australian way of life, not force their ways and beliefs on our communities. Day by Day Muslims are
certainly forcing their beliefs on our communities and we are paying for it financially and will eventually pay for it with our lives, maybe not in my lifetime, but it will certainly happen. The racist card is also pulled out whenever anyone speaks out against Islam – Islam is not a Race – Muslims are not a Race – therefore, to speak out against either, is not Racist!!!

The Australian Constitution is constantly being breached by those that allow Islam to further itself within our Country --- Chapter 5 - 116. The Commonwealth shall not make any law for establishing any religion, or for imposing any religious observance, or for prohibiting the free exercise of any religion, and no religious test shall be required as a qualification for any office or public trust under the Commonwealth.

LFOA – Learning From One Another, Bringing Muslim Perspectives into Australian Schools is certainly a breach of the Australian Constitution, as it is done so without giving the parents of children the right to opt out against it – The vast majority of Australia are unaware of LFOA, so they are unable to object to it. By continually breaching this well founded section of our Australian Constitution, fundamental freedoms of Australian Society are placed on the line to be completely destroyed forever.

Overall – Multiculturalism HAS WORKED – ISLAM HASN’T!!!

Get this astronomical Nation Wide Issue Sorted out immediately, or suffer the mammoth consequences that are lurking in the near future!!! What will it take for action against Islamic Extremism to take place? A Terrorist Attack right here on Australian Soil? Is that what you all want hanging over your heads - The catastrophic deaths of human life taken by the very people that you all allowed to mass multiply in our country and those that came into the country under the guise of a refugee, when in actual fact many of them were and still are members of the Muslim Brotherhood, who are allowed to stay on grounds of religious persecution, should they be made to return to their homeland.

The choice lies upon you all to do the right thing – and Australians
from all walks of life are watching and waiting in anticipation as to what exactly you are all going to do about it!!

Yours Faithfully